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The Tethered Mage Swords And Fire Book 1
Some believe the Ambhan Empire is cursed. But Arwa doesn't simply believe it - she knows it's true. Widowed by the
infamous, unnatural massacre at Darez Fort, Arwa was saved only by the strangeness of her blood - a strangeness she
had been taught all her life to suppress. She offers up her blood and service to the imperial family and makes common
cause with a disgraced, illegitimate prince who has turned to forbidden occult arts to find a cure to the darkness hanging
over the Empire. Using the power in Arwa's blood, they seek answers in the realm of ash: a land where mortals can seek
the ghostly echoes of their ancestors' dreams. But the Emperor's health is failing, and a terrible war of succession hovers
on the horizon, not just for the imperial throne, but for the magic underpinning Empire itself. To save the Empire, Arwa
and the prince must walk the bloody path of their shared past, through the realm of ash and into the desert, where the
cause of the Empire's suffering-and its only chance of salvation - lie in wait. But what they find there calls into question
everything they've ever valued . . . and whether they want to save the Empire at all.
From New York Times Bestselling Author Maria V. Snyder Choose: a quick death… or slow poison… Locked deep in the
palace dungeon for killing her abuser, Yelena knows she’ll never be free again. The laws in Ixia are strict, and murderers
must be executed, no matter the reason. But just as she’s resigned herself to her fate, she’s offered an extraordinary
reprieve. As the food taster, Yelena will eat the best meals, have rooms in the palace—and risk assassination by anyone
trying to kill the Commander of Ixia. To make matters worse, the chief of security deliberately feeds her Butterfly’s Dust,
and only by appearing for her daily antidote will she delay an agonizing death from the poison. As Yelena tries to escape
her new dilemma, disasters keep mounting. Rebels plot to seize Ixia and Yelena develops magical powers she can’t
control. Her life is threatened again, and in order to survive, she must unravel the secrets behind the past she’s been
running from. The Chronicles of Ixia Series by Maria V Snyder Book One: Poison Study Book Two: Magic Study Book
Three: Fire Study Book Four: Storm Glass Book Five: Sea Glass Book Six: Spy Glass Book Seven: Shadow Study Book
Eight: Night Study Book Nine: Dawn Study
In this modern-day "lively re-imagining of classical mythology" (Deborah Harkness), when a string of women are
murdered in an ancient pagan ritual, Selene DiSilvia -- known by some as the goddess Artemis -- hears their cries for
help and takes up her bow once more. Manhattan has many secrets. Some are older than the city itself. The city sleeps.
In the predawn calm, Selene DiSilva finds the body of a young woman washed ashore, gruesomely mutilated and
wreathed in laurel. Her ancient rage returns, along with the memory of a promise she made long ago -- when her name
was Artemis. Jordanna Max Brodsky's acclaimed debut sets Greek Gods against a modern Manhattan backdrop,
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creating an unputdownable blend of myth and mystery. The Olympus Bound series:The ImmortalsWinter of the
GodsOlympus Bound For more from Jordanna Max Brodsky, check out:The Wolf in the Whale
A killer adventure fantasy follow-up to HOPE AND RED, set in a fracturing empire spread across savage seas, where two
young people from different cultures find common purpose. Red is being trained as a cold-blooded assassin by the
biomancers. As he becomes increasingly embroiled in palace politics, he learns that even life among the nobility can be
deadly. While terrorizing imperial ships as the pirate Dire Bane, Hope stumbles onto a biomancer plot of such horrifying
scope that it makes even the massacre of her childhood village seem small in comparison. With the biomancers
tightening their grip of fear over the empire, Hope and Red struggle to fill their new roles and responsibilities, but the cost
will be greater than any of them realize. The Empire of Storms seriesHope and RedBane and Shadow
"Masterful. Magnificent. A passionate story of survival and a real page turner. This story will stay with me for a long time."
—Heather Morris, author of The Tattooist of Auschwitz and Cilka's Journey Living through World War II working in a Paris
bookstore with her young daughter, Vivi, and fighting for her life, Charlotte is no victim, she is a survivor. But can she
survive the next chapter of her life? Alternating between wartime Paris and 1950s New York publishing, Ellen Feldman's
Paris Never Leaves You is an extraordinary story of resilience, love, and impossible choices, exploring how survival
never comes without a cost. The war is over, but the past is never past.
The lady-in-waiting to the princess of a conquered kingdom must navigate a treacherous imperial court, in the second
book in a medieval East Asia-inspired epic fantasy trilogy. The crown princess has been assassinated, reigniting tensions
between her native Khir and the great Zhaon empire. Now her lady-in-waiting, Komor Yala, is alone in a foreign court, a
pawn for imperial schemes. To survive and avenge her princess, Yala will have to rely on unlikely allies -- the sly Third
Prince and the war-hardened general who sacked her homeland. But as the Emperor lies upon his deathbed, the palace
is more dangerous than ever before -- for there are six princes, and only one throne. Hostage of EmpireThe Throne of
the Five WindsThe Poison Prince
Across the border, the Witch Lords of Vaskandar are preparing for war. But before an invasion can begin, the seventeen
Witch Lords must convene at a rare gathering to decide a course of action. Lady Amalia Cornaro knows that this
Conclave might be her only chance to smother the growing flames of war, and she is prepared to make any sacrifice if it
means saving Raverra from destruction. Amalia and her bound fire warlock, Zaira, must go behind enemy lines, using
every ounce of wit and cunning they have, to sway Vaskandar from war. If they fail, it will all come down to swords and
fire. "Charming, intelligent, fast-moving, beautifully atmospheric. I couldn't put it down." - Genevieve Cogman, author of
The Invisible Library "The best kind of fantasy." - Rosalyn Eves, author of Blood Rose Rebellion The Defiant Heir is the
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second novel in a spellbinding new fantasy series. Swords and FireThe Tethered MageThe Defiant Heir
A ragtag crew with forbidden magic must pull off an elaborate heist and stop a civil war in An Illusion of Thieves, a
fantasy adventure from Cate Glass. In Cantagna, being a sorcerer is a death sentence. Romy escapes her hardscrabble
upbringing when she becomes courtesan to the Shadow Lord, a revolutionary noble who brings laws and comforts once
reserved for the wealthy to all. When her brother, Neri, is caught thieving with the aid of magic, Romy's aristocratic
influence is the only thing that can spare his life—and the price is her banishment. Now back in Beggar’s Ring, she has
just her wits and her own long-hidden sorcery to help her and Neri survive. But when a plot to overthrow the Shadow
Lord and incite civil war is uncovered, only Romy knows how to stop it. To do so, she’ll have to rely on newfound allies—a
swordmaster, a silversmith, and her own thieving brother. And they'll need the very thing that could condemn them all:
magic. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Two queens, two concubines, six princes. Innumerable secret agendas.A single hidden blade. The imperial palace -- full
of ambitious royals, sly gossip, and unforeseen perils -- is perhaps the most dangerous place in the Empire of Zhaon.
Komor Yala, lady-in-waiting to the princess of the vanquished kingdom of Khir, has only her wits and her hidden blade to
protect herself and her charge, who was sacrificed in marriage to the enemy as a hostage for her conquered people's
good behavior, to secure a tenuous peace. But the Emperor is aging, and the Khir princess and her lady-in-waiting soon
find themselves pawns in the six princes' deadly schemes for the throne -- and a single spark could ignite fresh rebellion
in Khir. Then, the Emperor falls ill -- and a far bloodier game begins... The Throne of the Five Winds is the first installment
of the Hostage of Empire series, an intricate and ruthless East Asia-inspired epic fantasy trilogy perfect for fans of
George R. R. Martin, Ken Liu, Kate Elliott, and K. Arsenault Rivera.
The Tethered MageOrbit
Tarma, the only survivor of her clan's genocide, and Kethry, a fugitive from a forced marriage, swear a blood oath to use
their own magical powers and that of a magical sword to avenge the wrongs done to womankind
The fight is never over.
This Machiavellian fantasy follows a scholar's quest to choose the next ruler of her nation amidst lies, conspiracy, and
assassination When the death of Iron Queen Sarelin Brey fractures the realm of Elira, Lysande Prior, the palace scholar
and the queen’s closest friend, is appointed Councillor. Publically, Lysande must choose the next monarch from
amongst the city-rulers vying for the throne. Privately, she seeks to discover which ruler murdered the queen, suspecting
the use of magic. Resourceful, analytical, and quiet, Lysande appears to embody the motto she was raised with:
everything in its place. Yet while she hides her drug addiction from her new associates, she cannot hide her growing
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interest in power. She becomes locked in a game of strategy with the city-rulers – especially the erudite prince Luca
Fontaine, who seems to shift between ally and rival. Further from home, an old enemy is stirring: the magic-wielding
White Queen is on the move again, and her alliance with a traitor among the royal milieu poses a danger not just to the
peace of the realm, but to the survival of everything that Lysande cares about. In a world where the low-born keep their
heads down, Lysande must learn to fight an enemy who wears many guises… even as she wages her own battle between
ambition and restraint.
"I can command storms, summon fire and unmake stone," Balfruss growled. "It's dangerous to meddle with things you
don't understand." Balfruss is a battlemage, sworn to fight and die for a country that fears and despises his kind. Vargus
is a common soldier -- while mages shoot lightning from the walls of the city, he's down in the front lines getting blood on
his blade. Talandra is a princess and spymaster, but the war may force her to risk everything and make the greatest
sacrifice of all. Magic and mayhem collide in this explosive epic fantasy from a major new talent.
"Intimate and epic. It compels you to read on." - Evan Winter, author of The Rage of Dragons "Villoso's cunning, exciting
debut is a new fantasy epic that readers will clamor for." - Library Journal (starred review) From "a powerful new voice in
fantasy" (Kameron Hurley) comes the tale of a queen who must unite her divided land, even if she's hated by the very
people she's trying to protect. "They called me the Bitch Queen, the she-wolf, because I murdered a man and exiled my
king the night before they crowned me." Born under the crumbling towers of her kingdom, Queen Talyien was the shining
jewel and legacy of the bloody War of the Wolves. It nearly tore her nation apart. But her arranged marriage to the son of
a rival clan heralds peace. However, he suddenly disappears before their reign can begin, and the kingdom is fractured
beyond repair. Years later, he sends a mysterious invitation to meet. Talyien journeys across the sea in hopes of
reconciling their past. An assassination attempt quickly dashes those dreams. Stranded in a land she doesn't know, with
no idea whom she can trust, Talyien will have to embrace her namesake. A Wolf of Oren-yaro is not tamed. "Intricate,
intimate, and intensely plotted." - Nicholas Eames, author of Kings of the Wyld The Chronicles of the Wolf QueenThe
Wolf of Oren-yaroThe Ikessar Falcon The Dragon of Jin-Sayeng
A mage with coveted magic and the scion of a powerful family are magically bound together in service to the Empire in
the first book of a spellbinding fantasy trilogy from David Gemmell Award-nominated author Melissa Caruso. Magic is
scarce in the Raverran Empire, and those born with such powers are strictly controlled -- taken as children and
conscripted into the Falcon army, to be used as weapons in times of war. Zaira has lived her life on the streets to avoid
this fate, hiding her mage mark and thieving to survive. But hers is a rare and dangerous magic, one that threatens the
entire Empire. Lady Amalia Cornaro was never meant to be a Falconer. Heiress and scholar, she was born into a
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treacherous world of political machinations. But fate has bound the heir and the mage. And as war looms on the horizon,
a single spark could turn their city into a pyre. Praise for Swords and Fire: "Charming, intelligent, fast-moving, beautifully
atmospheric, with a heroine and other characters whom I really liked as people. I couldn't put it down."?Genevieve
Cogman, author of The Invisible Library "Breathtaking... Worth every moment and every page, and should make anyone
paying attention excited about what Caruso will write next."?BookPage "A riveting read, with delicious intrigue, captivating
characters, and a brilliant magic system. I loved it from start to finish!"?Sarah Beth Durst, author of The Queen of Blood
Swords and Fire The Tethered Mage The Defiant Heir The Unbound Empire For more from Melissa Caruso, check out:
Rooks and Ruin The Obsidian Tower
A political scion and her magically bound fire warlock undertake diplomacy and espionage to prevent a war in the second book of a
spellbinding fantasy trilogy from David Gemmell Award-nominated author Melissa Caruso. Across the border, the Witch Lords of Vaskandar
are preparing for war. But before an invasion can begin, the seventeen Witch Lords must convene at a rare gathering to decide a course of
action. Lady Amalia Cornaro knows this Conclave might be her only chance to smother the growing flames of war, and she is prepared to
make any sacrifice if it means saving Raverra from destruction. Amalia and her bound fire warlock, Zaira, must go behind enemy lines, using
every ounce of wit and cunning they have, to sway Vaskandar from war. If they fail, it will all come down to swords and fire. Praise for Swords
and Fire: "Charming, intelligent, fast-moving, beautifully atmospheric, with a heroine and other characters whom I really liked as people. I
couldn't put it down."?Genevieve Cogman, author of The Invisible Library "Breathtaking... Worth every moment and every page, and should
make anyone paying attention excited about what Caruso will write next."?BookPage "A riveting read, with delicious intrigue, captivating
characters, and a brilliant magic system. I loved it from start to finish!"?Sarah Beth Durst, author of The Queen of Blood Swords and Fire The
Tethered Mage The Defiant Heir The Unbound Empire For more from Melissa Caruso, check out: Rooks and Ruin The Obsidian Tower
Nestled within an enchanted forest is the Grove, a community where witches and warlocks practice natural magic, brew mystical potions, and
lock their cellars against beer thieving gnomes. Life is quiet and uneventful. Well, except when Hazel's long-lost father uses necromancy to
trap her dead mother's soul. That simply won't do. Necromancy is forbidden in the Grove, and for good reason too. Nobody wants filthy
corpses shambling around, mussing up one's garden. Hazel is determined to find her father and undo his treachery. But despite Hazel's plans
of becoming a one-woman army, she can't do everything alone. It's not until wild sister Holly convinces her to leave the house for once and
go to a party that Hazel finds a pair of unlikely allies in two bickering warlock brothers. Together, the four of them go on a journey that takes
them out of the Grove and into a world where necromancy reigns and the dead won't respectfully stay in the grave. Hazel will do whatever it
takes to stop her father and save her mother's soul. Even if it means turning to necromancy. Even if it means losing her friends. Because they
would never help a necromancer. Would they?
Sarah Kozloff's breathtaking and cinematic epic fantasy series The Nine Realms, which began with A Queen in Hiding, comes to a thrilling
conclusion in The Cerulean Queen. The true queen of Weirandale has returned. Cerulia has done the impossible and regained the throne.
However, she's inherited a council of traitors, a realm in chaos, and a war with Oromondo. Now a master of her Gift, to return order to her
kingdom she will use all she has learned—humility, leadership, compassion, selflessness, and the necessity of ruthlessness. The Nine Realms
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Series #1 A Queen in Hiding #2 The Queen of Raiders #3 A Broken Queen March 2020 #4 The Cerulean Queen April 2020 At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A Conjuring of Assassins is Cate Glass's second adventure with the Chimera team, a ragtag crew who use their forbidden magic for the good
of the kingdom. Romy and her three partners in crime—a sword master, a silversmith, and her thieving brother—have embraced their roles as
the Shadow Lord's agents, using their forbidden magic to accomplish tasks his other spies cannot. Now, the Shadow Lord needs them to
infiltrate the home of the Mercediaran Ambassador and prevent him from obtaining information that would lead to all-out war with Cantagna's
most dangerous enemy. To succeed, they will have to resurrect long-buried secrets, partner with old enemies, and once again rely on the
very magics that could get them sentenced to death. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Eli Monpress is talented. He's charming. And he's a thief. But not just any thief. He's the greatest thief of the age - and he's also a wizard.
And with the help of his partners - a swordsman with the most powerful magic sword in the world but no magical ability of his own, and a
demonseed who can step through shadows and punch through walls - he's going to put his plan into effect. The first step is to increase the
size of the bounty on his head, so he'll need to steal some big things. But he'll start small for now. He'll just steal something that no one will
miss - at least for a while. Like a king.
-- But fate has bound the heir and the mage. And as war looms on the horizon, a single spark could turn their city into a pyre.The Tethered
Mage is the first novel in a spellbinding new fantasy series.
In a fracturing empire spread across savage seas, two people will find a common cause. Hope, the lone survivor when her village is
massacred by the emperor's forces is secretly trained by a master Vinchen warrior as an instrument of vengeance. Red, an orphan adopted
by a notorious matriarch of the criminal underworld, learns to be an expert thief and con artist. TOGETHER THEY WILL TAKE DOWN AN
EMPIRE. The Empire of StormsHope and RedBane and Shadow
Violet's in her element - cosplay at the ready, she can't wait to feel part of her favourite fandom: 'The Gallows Dance', a mega book and
movie franchise. But when a freak accident transports her into the story for real, can Violet play out the plot the way it was written?

Named Best First Novel by Locus 'Twas a time when dragons left their lair and evil shadowed the land.... On the Day of
Reckoning, the witches of Eileanan were outlawed--and violations of the new order were punishable by death. Eileanan's Great
Towers, once meccas of magic and learning, were left in ruins. And now, the entire land trembles in fear.... Yet deep in the
mountains, in the shadow of Dragonclaw, a young girl is being tutored in the old ways. Ignorant of her past, uncertain of her future,
the foundling Isabeau will soon be forced down a dangerous path of prophesy, conspiracy, and magic. It is a world where dragons
possess the key to ancient mysteries...where a lost prince will discover a strange and wondrous destiny...and where the ultimate
battle between good and evil will be waged.... A new Day of Reckoning is at hand....
When his father moves the family from Chicago back to the island of Hawaii, a ninth-grade boy finds mystery, suspense, and a
respect for the old-time spirit of the island.
Fear of magic may spark the next world war in the new fantasy series from Stephen Aryan, set in the same world as Battlemage.
Habreel believes eradicating magic is the only way to ensure lasting peace. He will do anything to achieve his goal, even if it
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means murdering every child born with magical ability. As a series of mysterious deaths place the seat of magical learning under
suspicion, two students and one lawbringer must do everything they can to combat Habreel and his followers, before magic
disappears from the world for good.
The second novel of the acclaimed Sun Sword series returns to a war-torn world of noble houses divided and demon lords
unleashed... The King’s Challenge—it was a proving ground for warriors in the Essalieyan Empire, the hallowed contest that made
legends of men. And for Valedan, last survivor of the ruling family of the Dominion, it was a declaration of his right to claim the
throne stolen from the Leonne clan by treachery and assassination. Failure to earn the title of King’s Champion would not deprive
Valedan of either his Dominion or Essalieyan allies, but winning would announce to the world that he was no callow boy, no mere
pawn in the games of power. And the games of power were indeed being played—not only in the Empire and Dominion, but in the
far more dangerous realm of the Lord of Night. As the time of the Challenge neared, Valedan and all those who guarded him
would be hard-pressed to survive long enough for him to enter the competition. For the demon kin had been set to hunt him down
and destroy him. They had failed before though many innocents had paid for the price. They must not fail again, for slaying
Valedan was but the opening gambit in a war that would free the Lord of Night to reign over all the mortal world....
"Ryxander, Warden of Gloamingard, has failed. Unsealed by her blood, the Door hidden within the black tower has opened. Now,
for the first time since the age of the Graces, demons walk the world. As tensions grow between nations, all eyes-and daggers are
set on Morgrain, fallen under the Demon of Discord's control. In an attempt to save her home from destruction, Ryx and the
Rookery set out to find a powerful artifact. But powerful enemies are on the hunt and they're closing in fast"-The final volume of the Gemmell Morningstar Award-shortlisted Swords and Fire fantasy trilogy, in which political scion Amalia and
her bound fire warlock Zaira must save the Empire from a ruthless, magical enemy. Perfect for fans of Tamora Pierce, The Queen
of the Tearling, and Uprooted. While winter snows keep the Witch Lord Ruven's invading armies at bay, Lady Amalia Cornaro and
the fire warlock Zaira attempt to change the fate of mages in the Raverran Empire forever, earning the enmity of those in power
who will do anything to keep all magic under tight imperial control. But in the season of the Serene City's great masquerade,
Ruven executes a devastating surprise strike at the heart of the Empire - and at everything Amalia holds most dear. To stand a
chance of defeating Ruven, Amalia and Zaira must face their worst nightmares, expose their deepest secrets, and unleash Zaira's
most devastating fire. Swords and FireThe Tethered MageThe Defiant HeirThe Unbound Empire
After an aimless life, Martin Blaskett is ready to settle down, unaware of the tension rising in his new town from unknowable forces.
When he draws the attention of a shape-shifter from local legend, his world is shaken, and he is led across the hazy border of the
feral wilderness with a tempestuous history. Steve Himmer is author of the novels The Bee-Loud Glade and Fram. His stories
have appeared in Hobart, Hawk & Handsaw, the Collagist, the Los Angeles Review, and elsewhere. He edits the web journal
Necessary Fiction and teaches at Emerson College in Boston.
Set in the magical world of Renthia, The Queen of Blood is Sarah Beth Durst’s ambitious entry into adult epic fantasy. With the
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danger of Peter Brett’s The Warded Man, heart of Naomi Novik’s Uprooted, and lyricism of Patrick Rothfuss’ The Name of the
Wind, this is the first chapter in a series destined to be a classic. Everything has a spirit: the willow tree with leaves that kiss the
pond, the stream that feeds the river, the wind that exhales fresh snow . . . But the spirits that reside within this land want to rid it of
all humans. One woman stands between these malevolent spirits and the end of humankind: the queen. She alone has the
magical power to prevent the spirits from destroying every man, woman, and child. But queens are still just human, and no matter
how strong or good, the threat of danger always looms. With the position so precarious, young women are chosen to train as heirs.
Daleina, a seemingly quiet academy student, is under no illusions as to her claim to the throne, but simply wants to right the
wrongs that have befallen the land. Ven, a disgraced champion, has spent his exile secretly fighting against the growing number of
spirit attacks. Joining forces, these daring partners embark on a treacherous quest to find the source of the spirits’ restlessness—a
journey that will test their courage and trust, and force them to stand against both enemies and friends to save their land . . .
before it’s bathed in blood.
BOOK ONE IN THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES Instant New York Times bestseller From #1 New York Times
bestselling author Sabaa Tahir Amazon's Best Young Adult Book of 2015 People's Choice Award winner - Favorite Fantasy
Bustle's Best Young Adult Book of 2015 "This novel is a harrowing, haunting reminder of what it means to be human -- and how
hope might be kindled in the midst of oppression and fear." -- The Washington Post "An Ember in the Ashes could launch Sabaa
Tahir into JK Rowling territory...It has the addictive quality of The Hunger Games combined with the fantasy of Harry Potter and
the brutality of Game of Thrones."--Public Radio International "An Ember in the Ashes glows, burns, and smolders--as beautiful
and radiant as it is searing."--Huffington Post "A worthy novel - and one as brave as its characters." --The New York Times Book
Review Laia is a slave. Elias is a soldier. Neither is free. Under the Martial Empire, defiance is met with death. Those who do not
vow their blood and bodies to the Emperor risk the execution of their loved ones and the destruction of all they hold dear. It is in
this brutal world, inspired by ancient Rome, that Laia lives with her grandparents and older brother. The family ekes out an
existence in the Empire's impoverished backstreets. They do not challenge the Empire. They've seen what happens to those who
do. But when Laia's brother is arrested for treason, Laia is forced to make a decision. In exchange for help from rebels who
promise to rescue her brother, she will risk her life to spy for them from within the Empire's greatest military academy. There, Laia
meets Elias, the school's finest soldier--and secretly, its most unwilling. Elias wants only to be free of the tyranny he's being trained
to enforce. He and Laia will soon realize that their destinies are intertwined--and that their choices will change the fate of the
Empire itself.
A seamstress who stitches magic into clothing finds herself torn between loyalty to her brother and her secret love for a nobleman
in this debut fantasy inspired by the French Revolution. In a time of revolution, everyone must take a side. Sophie, a dressmaker
and charm caster, has lifted her family out of poverty with a hard-won reputation for beautiful ball gowns and discreetly
embroidered spells. A commission from the royal family could secure her future -- and thrust her into a dangerous new world.
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Revolution is brewing. As Sophie's brother, Kristos, rises to prominence in the growing anti-monarchist movement, it is only a
matter of time before their fortunes collide. When the unrest erupts into violence, she and Kristos are drawn into a deadly magical
plot. Sophie is torn -- between her family and her future. The Unraveled KingdomTornFray
Leigh Bardugo's Six of Crows meets Kristin Cashore's Graceling, with a dash of Winter is Coming, in this showstopping debut YA
fantasy--and recipient of FOUR starred reviews! A Morris Award Finalist for best debut young adult novel! A Kirkus Best Book of
the Year! A Tor.com Best YA SFF/Horror Book of the Year! "One of the most stunning debuts of the year." —Seventeen The Age of
Darkness approaches. Five lives stand in its way. Who will stop it . . . or unleash it? For generations, the Seven Prophets guided
humanity. Using their visions of the future, they ended wars and united nations—until the day, one hundred years ago, when the
Prophets disappeared. All they left behind was one final, secret prophecy, foretelling an Age of Darkness and the birth of a new
Prophet who could be the world’s salvation . . . or the cause of its destruction. With chaos on the horizon, five souls are set on a
collision course: A prince exiled from his kingdom. A ruthless killer known as the Pale Hand. A once-faithful leader torn between
his duty and his heart. A reckless gambler with the power to find anything or anyone. And a dying girl on the verge of giving up.
One of them—or all of them—could break the world. Will they be savior or destroyer? Perfect for fans of Throne of Glass, Children of
Blood and Bone, and An Ember in the Ashes. Praise for There Will Come a Darkness “A can’t miss debut from an exciting new
talent.” –Kiersten White, New York Times bestselling author of Slayer “Even in a world filled with graces and prophets, the real
magic of There Will Come a Darkness is in how Pool has crafted her heroes—messy, flawed, and so beguilingly human. I dare you
not to fall madly in love with all of them.” —Laura Sebastian, New York Times bestselling author of Ash Princess * "A well-crafted,
surprising, and gripping start to a new trilogy." —Kirkus Reviews, STARRED review
'This is a truly excellent fantasy and an epic beginning for a new trilogy' Locus One woman will either save an entire continent or
completely destroy it in a captivating epic fantasy bursting with intrigue and ambition, questioned loyalties, and broken magic.
'Guard the tower, ward the stone. Find your answers writ in bone. Keep your trust through wits or war--nothing must unseal the
door.' Deep within Gloamingard Castle lies a black tower. Sealed by magic, it guards a dangerous secret that has been contained
for thousands of years. As Warden, Ryxander knows the warning passed down through generations: nothing must unreal the
Door. But one impetuous decision will leave her with blood on her hands--and unleash a threat that could doom the world to fall to
darkness. 'A must-read for lovers of high fantasy' C. L. Polk, World Fantasy Award-winning author Witchmark 'The Obsidian Tower
is a masterpiece of character driven fantasy . . . I was enthralled from the first page ' Fantasy Book Review 'With this novel,
Melissa Caruso solidifies herself as one of my favourite authors. The Obsidian Tower is a masterpiece of character driven fantasy .
. . I was enthralled from the first page' Fantasy Book Review
In the lush and magical tradition of Naomi Novik’s award-winning Uprooted comes this riveting debut from brilliant young writer
Callie Bates—whose boundless imagination places her among the finest authors of fantasy fiction, including Sarah J. Maas and
Sabaa Tahir. Lady Elanna is fiercely devoted to the king who raised her like a daughter. But when he dies under mysterious
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circumstances, Elanna is accused of his murder—and must flee for her life. Returning to the homeland of magical legends she has
forsaken, Elanna is forced to reckon with her despised, estranged father, branded a traitor long ago. Feeling a strange, deep
connection to the natural world, she also must face the truth about the forces she has always denied or disdained as
superstition—powers that suddenly stir within her. But an all-too-human threat is drawing near, determined to exact vengeance.
Now Elanna has no choice but to lead a rebellion against the kingdom to which she once gave her allegiance. Trapped between
divided loyalties, she must summon the courage to confront a destiny that could tear her apart. Don’t miss any of Callie Bates’s
magical Waking Land trilogy: THE WAKING LAND • THE MEMORY OF FIRE • THE SOUL OF POWER Praise for The Waking
Land “Callie Bates has written an exciting and involving first book, and she is clearly a writer of real talent.”—Terry Brooks “A
heartbreaking, enchanting, edge-of-the-seat read that held me captive from start to finish!”—Tamora Pierce “The Waking Land is
all about rising to challenges, and it succeeds wonderfully.”—Charlaine Harris “A simmering tale of magic that builds to a raging
inferno, and hits like a cross between Brandon Sanderson and Pierce Brown.”—Scott Sigler “This superior novel blends
passionate romance and sweeping magic. . . . Bates has a delicate, precise touch with human and superhuman
relationships.”—Publishers Weekly “A wonderfully stunning debut . . . Bates’ clear, captivating, imaginative storytelling and vivid,
distinctive characters will cause readers to soak up every word.”—RT Book Reviews
“A gorgeous, different, and completely engrossing book. Burian’s writing is transporting -- and exactly what I needed right now.” —
Jessica Valenti, author of Sex Object: A Memoir In rural West Virginia, Joanie and her foster siblings live on a farm tending a
mysterious plant called the vine. The older girls are responsible for cultivating the vine, performing sacred rituals to make it grow.
After Joanie’s arranged marriage goes horribly wrong, leaving her widowed and with a baby, she plots her escape with the help of
her foster brother, Cello. But before they can get away, her baby goes missing and Joanie, desperate to find him, turns to the vine,
understanding it to be far more powerful than her siblings realize. She begins performing generations-old rituals to summon the
vine’s power and goes on a perilous journey into the wild, pushing the boundaries of her strength and sanity to bring her son
home. Daughters of the Wild is an utterly absorbing debut that explores the female mind in captivity and the ways in which both
nature and women fight domination. Like The Bell Jar set in rural Appalachia, Daughters of the Wild introduces a fierce new
heroine and a striking new voice in fiction.
In the underground city of Caverna, the world’s most skilled craftsmen toil in the darkness to create delicacies beyond
compare—wines that remove memories, cheeses that make you hallucinate, and perfumes that convince you to trust the wearer,
even as they slit your throat. On the surface, the people of Caverna seem ordinary, except for one thing: their faces are as blank
as untouched snow. Expressions must be learned, and only the famous Facesmiths can teach a person to express (or fake) joy,
despair, or fear—at a steep price. Into this dark and distrustful world comes Neverfell, a girl with no memory of her past and a face
so terrifying to those around her that she must wear a mask at all times. Neverfell's expressions are as varied and dynamic as
those of the most skilled Facesmiths, except hers are entirely genuine. And that makes her very dangerous indeed . . .
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